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OVERVIEW 
No one would dispute that offset printing is a mature process.  
Integral to that process is having a high-quality, reliable plate.  
A high-quality plate not only provides a high-quality master,  
but it also allows the press to run efficiently. These efficiencies  
show up in a number of areas, including makeready time, waste,  
consistency, and reliability. 

All plate suppliers claim superior operating results. The Fujifilm value  
proposition is that its plates offer substantial and demonstrable savings  
in the pressroom. This paper tests that proposition with real, reliable,  
and objective data.

We found that printers who have switched to Fujifilm LH-PJ thermal plates  
achieved considerable pressroom savings and improved performance  
in a number of areas. Savings of 20% to 30% were typical, with some  
printers achieving a reduction of time and waste as high as 80% or more.  
Even more impressive is that the performance gains were significantly  
higher among those who had the most knowledge and were able to provide  
the best detail about their operations. An important take-away from this  
study is that printers need to make better use of their MIS systems to  
gather operating data and, in these times of increasingly difficult conditions,  
they should mine the data for any incremental improvement that helps  
hone operating costs.

Even with a mature and stable process, savings of 15% or 25% is noteworthy.  
It shows that Fujifilm continues to work hard to serve the market.
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INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of an offset plate is to provide a printing  
master for the press. A high-quality plate not only provides  
a high-quality master, but it also allows the press to run  
efficiently. These efficiencies show up in a number of areas,  
including makeready time, waste, consistency, and reliability. 
Most printers, however, do not focus on pressroom savings  
and performance in making their plate choices, beyond testing 
plates. In part, this is a result of a lack of publicity and of reliable, 
objective data and information about plate performance in  
the pressroom; most discussions about plates have focused  
on prepress, such as imaging and processing.

Fujifilm’s value proposition is, among other things, that its  
plates offer substantial and demonstrable savings in the pressroom. 
Of course, all plate suppliers claim superior operating results, 
usually from tests run in controlled environments. To understand 
the impact of plates in the pressroom, we undertook to docu-
ment the benefits of switching to the Fujifilm LH-PJ thermal 
plate using real, reliable, and objective data from printers who  
have recently switched. 

Having a high-performing plate can affect press performance  
in a number of ways, including such things as makeready, waste, 
time to color, plate restart, dot stability, ink and water balance, 
solvent resistance, and run length, among others. Even a minor 
improvement in these areas directly affects productivity, cost, 
and profits.

FOR ClaRITy aND bREVITy, ThIs papER  
FOCUsEs ON a FEW OF ThE mOsT ImpORTaNT mETRICs:

• Makeready time 
• Time to full color 
• Makeready waste 
• Run waste on restart 
• Labor

mEThODOlOgy aND samplE DEmOgRaphICs

During the spring of 2012, we spoke with 25 printers, all of whom 
had switched to the Fujifilm LH-PJ plate within the last two years. 
We wanted to make sure that they had enough time and experience 
with Fujifilm plates to have consistent and stable processes and 

enough information about the difference in plate performance. 
The average plant has been using the LH-PJ plate for 13 months. 
The printers with whom we spoke represent a variety of plant 
sizes and types. While most are sheetfed, a few are web press 
installations, and some have both. The average plant uses about 
250,000 square feet of plates a year and ranges from a few  
boxes a month to more than 1 million square feet annually.  
They switched to Fujifilm plates from a wide variety of competitive 
plates, including Kodak, Agfa, and Presstek, among others.
We had hoped to get job-level information from each location. 

Many companies, however, did not have this information available  
for all metrics. The data are therefore a mixture of detailed 
MIS data, summary information, and overall estimates. Based 
on the best information, however, it appears that in many cases 
estimates actually understate the true changes in performance. 
People understand the benefits of getting the MIS data; plate  
performance is critical. While price is important, they do not buy 
only based on plate cost. An important take-away from this study 
is that customers need to apply more use of MIS systems to gather  
operating data. In these times of increasingly difficult conditions, 
they should mine the data for any incremental improvement  
that helps hone operating costs. 

To normalize the results and take into account differences in press 
type, capability, job run length, and other variables, we adjusted 
all data to look for the difference in time, number of sheets (or 
cycles of a web press), etc. For example, if makeready time was 
15 minutes using the old plate and 10 minutes using the Fujifilm 
LH-PJ plate, that is an improvement of 5 minutes or 33%. Similarly, 
if waste was 500 sheets before switching and is now an average  
of 300 sheets, that represents a decrease of 200 sheets or 40%.
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REasONs FOR sWITChINg TO FUjIFIlm plaTEs
While printers change plates for a variety of reasons, there is  
usually a triggering event. The end of a contract or the need  
to replace or update a platesetter often is a reason to evaluate 
other plates. Sometimes there is a supply or customer service 
issue; often there are specific performance characteristics that 
need to be addressed. 

Of course, price is always a contributing factor, and in all cases 
Fujifilm was competitive. However, for many, it was not the  
deciding factor.

Some of the reasons given for switching plates include durability, 
run length, banding, grain, calibration, and dot structure.  
Representative comments include:

DURabIlITy

We were not getting the run length we wanted, even with baking. 
We were able to go to non-bake plates [with the LH-PJ].  
– 50-employee general commercial printer 

The LH-PJ is very durable, long-lasting, and the print  
dot is really good.  
– 22-employee general commercial printer

We don’t have remake plates when the job is on press.  
– 50-employee general commercial printer

Plate life is particularly an issue for our web presses.  
– 2500-employee specialty printer (financial/in-plant)

pERFORmaNCE

We were using too much water. The grain of [our old]  
plate wasn’t what we wanted it to be.  
– 80-employee general commercial and direct mail printer

We had banding issues on our plates.  
– 24-employee general commercial printer

It has a good, crisp dot. The Fujifilm plate holds a dot better.  
– 100-employee general commercial printer 

We were calibrating more than necessary. We couldn’t  
get any repeatability. The plates just weren’t acceptable.  
– 15-employee general commercial printer

With the quality [of the LH-PJ], we can predict and match  
much better.… We have much more flexibility and control.  
As a result, we were able to institute G7.   
– 2500-employee specialty printer (financial/in-plant)

We were having problems with inconsistent plate results  
in the area of dot gain and exposure.  
– 100-employee specialty printer 

With the quality [of the lh-pj], we can predict  
and match much better.... We have much more  
flexibility and control. As a result, we were able  
to institute G7.

2500–employee specialty printer (financial/in-plant) 
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ImpROVEmENTs IN  
pREssROOm pERFORmaNCE 
While these customers may have switched to the Fujifilm LH-PJ plate for a variety  
of reasons, they all expect the plate to perform on press. A high-quality plate not  
only provides a high-quality master, but it also allows the press to run efficiently.  
These efficiencies show up in press performance in a number of areas, all of which  
will affect profits.

Before quantifying some of the more important benefits of a good plate – makeready 
time, time to color, waste, and restart – it would be useful to illustrate the qualitative 
reaction of LH-PJ customers to their new plate.

The biggest change was the quality of print. It’s awesome.  
– 10-employee general commercial printer

It performs consistently on press.  
– 35-employee general commercial printer

The biggest difference is we now have no downtime in prepress.  
– 75-employee packaging printer/converter

Our best testimony to Fujifilm is that we have experienced little 
to no impact to our operation resulting from the change. We had 
a smooth transition with equivalent performance on press.   
– 40-employee packaging printer/converter

We’ve seen a definite improvement in consistency and stability....  
We are able to match previously printed pieces much more easily  
with the Fujifilm plate.  
– 100-employee specialty printer

So far, so good. It’s a really clean plate compared to what  
we were used to. We don’t have nearly the gain that we had 
before.  
– 75-employee general commercial printer

The plate enabled G7 certification.  
–  75-employee general commercial printer;  

2500-employee specialty printer/in-plant

The first thing is that it goes on the cylinder better  
than any other plate I’ve used.  
– 100-employee general commercial printer

In my opinion, they have more saturated color, which is what  
our customers like.... We have much better repeatability....  
Plate spoilage went way down.... It’s the easiest switch 
I ever made in my career.  
– 15-employee general commercial printer

The pressmen love them.  
– 100-employee publication printer
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The biggest change was the quality of print. 
It’s awesome.

– 10-employee general commercial printer
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makEREaDy TImE
Offset presses take time to prepare for a print run. These include setting registration, 
balancing color, and adjusting the plates and blankets for paper thickness. Unfortunately, 
while necessary, the time and cost is essentially unproductive and wasteful and  
is something all printers strive to minimize. Press manufacturers have made great  
strides in reducing makeready time, particularly through more automation and software. 
Not everyone can afford to replace older presses, however. Printers have made strides  
in reducing makeready through changes in workflow and production techniques. 

The right plate can also have an important impact on makeready time. It is clear that  
the Fujifilm LH-PJ plate can make a significant impact on makeready time. The overall 
average improvement after switching to the LH-PJ plate for those with measurable  
data was 27%. While this is typical, some reported in excess of 50% faster makeready. 
These numbers are more impressive as many printers surveyed claimed no “significant” 
changes in makeready time, typically because of a high variance in makeready time  
from job to job. A fully utilized MIS system can help determine the specific circumstances 
where high variation in makeready occurs. Fujifilm’s value proposition is that the plate 
will clean up fast to eliminate delays for registration and color.

Decreasing run lengths means more makereadies. Saving 20% to 30% on each  
makeready saves time, decreases waste, and increases productivity and profitability.
Makeready time better than any plate I’ve run. 
– 100-employee specialty printer

There are fewer pieces to the first good piece; therefore we have shorter makeready. 
We’ve seen a 250-275 piece improvement per run, down from 400. 
– 80-employee general commercial and direct mail printer

We roll up quicker because of the grain of the plate and the way it carries the water.  
– 22-employee general commercial and direct mail printer

ImpROVEmENT IN makEREaDy TImE
MAKEREADY IMPROVEMENT

hIgh 80%

lOW 0%

aVERagE 27%

We roll up quicker because of the grain of 
the plate and the way it carries the water.

– 22-employee general commercial and direct mail printer
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Now we’re where we want to be. We’re up 
to color in 50 sheets; before it was 150 to 
200 sheets. That’s a huge improvement.

– 20-employee general commercial printer

TImE TO COlOR
One component of makeready time is adjusting color. We also collected information  
on how long it takes for the press to come to full color, that is changes in the time  
it takes for the color to be acceptable and saleable. 

The overall average improvement in time to full color for those able to measure  
was 27%, with one-third of customers indicating improvement of 50% or more. 

Now we’re where we want to be. We’re up to color in 50 sheets; before it was  
150 to 200 sheets. That’s a huge improvement. 
– 20-employee general commercial printer

The overall feeling in the pressroom is it seems as though the Fujifilm plate transfers 
ink better. We’re using less ink on the keys to get a transfer. We definitely did see faster 
roll up to color.  
– 400-employee packaging printer

makEREaDy WasTE
Perhaps the most tangible aspect of makeready is the paper wasted while the press  
is starting and being adjusted. With an overall average decrease of 32% in makeready  
waste among those measured, one-third were able to decrease their paper waste by with  
more than 50%. Fast clean-up is an important contributor in eliminating makeready waste.

Similarly, when a pressman has to stop to make adjustments during makeready, a fast, 
clean restart eliminates additional waste. Those benefits multiply with each adjustment 
and restart.

ImpROVEmENT IN TImE TO FUll COlOR
IMPROVEMENT IN TIME TO FULL COLOR

hIgh 88%

lOW 0%

aVERagE 27%

ImpROVEmENT IN makEREaDy WasTE
DECREASE IN MAKEREADY WASTE

hIgh 80%

lOW 0%

aVERagE 32%
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OThER bENEFITs 
plaTE lONgEVITy

Even though run lengths have come down, longer runs have  
not disappeared completely. Many printers commented on the  
longevity of the LH-PJ plate. One indicates they are getting  
four times the life out of their plates. 

The plate performs particularly well in harsh environments,  
such as packaging or UV printing. On one job, our Fujifilm  
plates didn’t wear out with UV, though we did with [our previous 
plate].... It was the same job, same substrate; the only difference 
was the plate. It really made a difference on the run length.  
It was a big shock to us.  
– 400-employee packaging printer

RUN WasTE ON REsTaRT

As many printers have very short runs, they don’t always  
need to restart their presses. Presses may have to stop,  
however, due to plate changes, web breaks, or other problems, 
and restarting them inevitably causes wasted time and paper.  
Depending on the complexity of the job, there can be multiple 
press stops and restarts. Fast clean-up at each restart is another 
factor driving down makeready waste. The Fujifilm LH-PJ plate 
minimizes this waste by coming out clean and not having inherent 
development problems that cause run waste later in the job. 

We have fewer restarts.... We have to restart when we switch  
the roll [of paper]. But we don’t have to switch as much in  
the middle of roll because of the plate life; we have fewer 
changeovers. 
– 2500-employee financial printer/in-plant

Fujifilm is better on restart, at least a few percent less [waste]. 
– 100-employee specialty printer

The Fujifilm plate is easier to clean and gum for reprints.  
We do a lot of that. 
– 25-employee general commercial and direct mail printer

With a lot of our presses, we don’t run a full shift….  
After a press sits 8 hours, we get better results on restart. 
– 400-employee packaging printer/converter

labOR

Labor savings can come from the time it takes to change plates, 
plate intervention, or the need to clean on restart. While most 
printers don’t notice any specific labor savings _ “You still need  
a press operator” is a common comment _ there are nevertheless 
many areas where the plate has directly led to reduced labor. 

Coming to color faster means we use less labor; anecdotally,  
it’s 10% savings. 
– 400-employee packaging printer

Yes, [we’re saving labor] across the board. I can’t put my finger 
on which element improved the most. We’ve been able to get our 
production schedule and estimating far more accurate. [With our 
old plate], if we had 7 hours scheduled, we were lucky to get 5 
[hours of production]. Now if we have 7 ½ hours of work sched-
uled, we’re actually able to finish it in 6 hrs. 
– 14-employee commercial printer

INk saVINgs

Although we did not specifically ask about ink usage, many  
customers made a point of talking about ink savings. A few  
provided very detailed information regarding ink savings,  
which ranged from 7% to 12%, depending on the type and color 
of ink. Potential ink savings will vary due to the many variables 
in the print process. While one plate will not always use less ink 
than another, the LH-PJ plate has a number of characteristics, 
such as grain structure and optimized development, which can 
help achieve ink savings.

We’ve done very well. Immediately, we were in better shape.  
We immediately saw an improvement. With the Fujifilm plate,  
we were able to calibrate our press, upgrade our software.  
We get a dead-on match now. All our ink keys work. 
– 20-employee general commercial printer

We’ve seen a dramatic reduction in ink;  
the dot structure is better. 
– 100-employee general commercial and publication printer

We’ve seen a dramatic reduction in ink;  
the dot structure is better.
– 20-employee general commercial printer and publication printer

ImpROVEmENT IN RUN WasTE aT REsTaRT
DECREASE IN RUN WASTE ON RESTART

hIgh 80%

lOW 0%

aVERagE 24%
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WaTER aND FOUNTaIN UsE 

A characteristic of the Fujifilm LH-PJ plate that many customers 
point out is that it requires less water. This means the press uses 
a thinner film of fount to help manage ink density and minimize 
wash out (loss of density during the press run). A sheet printed 
more consistently throughout the run means the client is happier 
and the risk of run waste is minimized.

I can’t tell you the percentage of how much less water, but the 
minute we put it on, we back off water. It’s a water-loving plate; 
it takes less water to keep clean.... We run low on the water to 
get it to tone. Then the water gets into the grain, it cleans up 
in less than 100 revolutions around the cylinder. We also cut our 
fountain solution almost in half. 
– 100-employee general commercial and publication printer

sUbsEqUENT FORms

Finally, we asked about any performance changes on subsequent 
forms. In order to keep presses running, plates are constantly  
being changed, either for a different job or another form on  
the same overall piece. The Fujifilm LH-PJ plate makes the 
changeover faster and easier. Again, a finely tuned MIS system  
will allow this process to be continually refined for the lowest 
overall operating cost.

Yes, we do see a difference on the next form,
 and the pressmen would agree. 
– 75-employee commercial printer

CONClUsION
A reliable, consistent, and high-quality printing plate  
can make a meaningful difference in press performance.  
Printers who switched to Fujifilm LH-PJ plates achieved  
measurable improvements in a number of important areas, 
including but not limited to makeready, waste, time to color, 
and ink usage. While the amount of improvement varied, as 
one might expect, the reduction in waste, labor, paper, and 
time are considerable. Indeed, those printers who are best 
able to measure their results achieved the greatest savings. 

All plate suppliers claim superior operating results. The data 
from customers that have switched to the Fujifilm LH-PJ plate 
indicates it offers demonstrable savings in the pressroom.  
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